Carbon dots-involved chemiluminescence: Recent advances and developments.
In recent years, more and more nanomaterials-based chemiluminescence (CL) systems have appeared to improve the sensitivity and expand the scope of the analytical applications with the explosive growth and development of nanomaterials and technology. As a fascinating class of luminescent carbon nanomaterials, carbon dots (CDs) are now substantially studied in fabricating CL based assays due to their unique optical and mechanical properties. Herein, we summarize and highlight the current developments of CDs-involved weak or ultraweak CL systems, as well as the corresponding mechanisms and proper applications in some fields. CDs can take part in the CL reactions as oxidants, emitting species directly involved in redox oxidation, energy acceptors of CL energy transfer, or even catalysts involving other luminophores. In fact, they always have more than one role in many cases, owing to the formation of various excited species with short life in CL systems. Therefore, in this review article, the most recent progress of the different CDs-assisted CL systems including the mechanisms and applications are presented. Finally, the conclusions and future prospects of this field are also discussed. The significant features of the CDs-based CL systems may open up new prospects and challenges in a wider range of fields.